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Monitoring of tritium in water is important in the aspect of radiological protection. The tritium only 
emits beta ray with extremely low energy, it is categorized by hard-to-detect radionuclide. Because of 
its low energy, self-absorption effect is very high and detection efficiency of direct measurement of 
tritium is very low. Therefore, the tritium-in-water monitoring system was developed including 
gasification using electrolysis to reduce the self-absorption effect and specialized design of detection 
chamber to increase the detection efficiency. The concentration of the tritiated gas generated by 
electrolysis is determined by fractionation factor. The fractionation factor was estimated, and its 
temperature dependence was quantified. The lowest fractionation factor was obtained as 3.24 ± 0.14 at 
temperature of 90 ℃. A novel design of detection chamber which was specialized to detect the low 
energy beta ray was proposed. In the detection chamber, plastic scintillators were placed with narrow 
gap to reduce worthless space and increase the detection efficiency. The performance of the detection 
including detection efficiency and MDA for the developed chamber was evaluated using MCNP6 
simulation. The highest detection efficiency was close to 100% and detection efficiency of 53.7% was 
shown in 32-channel chamber. The lowest MDA was shown at the chamber when 0.5 mm of plastic 
scintillator was placed with 48-channel and its value was 29.9 kBq/m3 with the counting time of 30 s 
which was lower than any other comparing studies. Because of the practical processing limitations of 
the acrylic which was selected as a supporting structure of plastic scintillators, a 12-channel detection 
chamber using 1 mm plastic scintillator was manufactured. Signal processing parameters were 
optimized, the maximum detection efficiency was estimated by 43.0 ± 4.32%. In the integrated system, 
detection efficiency was estimated by 18.8±2.4 %, and MDA for the liquid tritiated water was estimated 
by 5 kBq/L with measurement time of 600 min.  
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MDA  Minimum Detectable Activity 
P-10 Fill gas for proportional counters of ionizing radiation, consisting of 90% argon and 
10% methane 
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Rβ Range of the beta ray 
Eβ Energy of the beta ray 
β Fractionation factor 
E Enrichment factor 
T0 Initial concentration of the tritium in water 
T Final concentration of the tritium in water 
V0 Initial volume of the tritiated water sample 
V Final volume of the tritiated water sample 
Tgas Tritium concentration in an electrolyzed gaseous sample 
Tliquid Tritium concentration in liquid sample to be electrolyzed 
κ Hydrogen volume correction factor 
εarea Specific detection efficiency 
CR Net counting rate 
A Surface area of plastic scintillator 
M Volume of detection chamber 
t Measurement time 
ε Detection Efficiency  
Cs Counts for present (sample) measurement 
CB Background counts 
TS Sample measurement time 
TB Background measurement time 
MDAgas MDA in case of gaseous tritium detection 
MDAliquid MDA applied for tritium in water detection  
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Chapter Ⅰ. Introduction 
 
1.1 Research Background 
Tritium is one of the most concerning radionuclides because it is easy to intake through drinking water, 
food, or tritiated water vapor. Tritium exists as form of tissue-free water tritium or organically bound 
tritium [1]. The tissue-free water tritium is easily removed during metabolism. However, because the 
organically bound tritium becomes a constituent of the body, it cannot be removed easily during 
metabolism, which may lead to long-term exposure [2]. The tritium in the environment is generated by 
both natural and artificial ways. Because of natural production by interaction of a cosmic ray and 14N 
in atmosphere, a certain amount of tritium concentration is maintained worldwide [3]. Until 1963, as 
the nuclear test was widely conducted, the concentration of tritium increased, but it decreased sharply 
thereafter [4]. Subsequent main production of tritium is release during operation of nuclear power plants 
and emissions after nuclear accidents. In particular, pressurized heavy water reactors release more 
tritium due to the use of deuterium [5, 6], and tritium release after Fukushima Daiichi accident [7] is 
concerning. Based on these cases, radioactivity monitoring of tritium-in-water is important in the aspect 
of radiation protection and reduction of public fear against to the radioactivity. 
 
Tritium is a hard-to-detect radionuclide because it is pure-beta emitter which means that no following 
gamma ray emission after decay and its energy of emitting beta ray is extremely low with maximum 
energy of 18.6 keV [8]. A conventional method for detection of tritium in water is sampling from field, 
distillation or combustion in laboratory and measurement of the beta ray using liquid scintillation 
counter (LSC) [9, 10]. The LSC is suitable for tritiated detection of an environmental sample because 
of its high efficiency for tritium measurement and low minimum detectable activity (MDA). However, 
using a liquid scintillator to analyze large amount of tritiated water sample such as continuous 
monitoring is not recommended because toxicity of the liquid scintillator is very high [11], resulting in 
generation of large amount of organic waste. Though the conventional method has merit on precise 
analysis for very-low level of tritium activity, but it is not suitable for continuous monitoring for large 
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amount of water sample. Moreover, because it is not real-time monitoring, it be a monitoring method 
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1.2 Literature Study 
 
1) Commercial Liquid-state tritium monitors 
There are commercial detector models for tritium measurement in the water samples, such as the LIQ-
X series and NEXGEN series (Technical associates). The detection limit of LIQ-X series is 370 kBq/L 
for a measurement time of 2 hours. The method of operation for the LIQ-X model is automatic pumping 
of water samples for direct measurement using liquid scintillator. However, it has a relatively high 
detection limit and use of liquid scintillator is not desirable for continuous monitoring of water. For low 
level of tritium monitoring, NEXGEN model is preferred which has detection limit of 14.8 kBq/L in 4 
h. In this model, tritium is detected by flowing water through the crushed scintillator bed. In this case, 
it is concerned that linearity will be evident because the geometry of scintillator is irregular and optically 
unstable[13].  
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2) Plastic scintillator application 
 
The plastic scintillator is a promising solid-state material to detect the beta ray. The background 
counting rate of the scintillation-based detector is relatively stable to the temperature and humidity. The 
plastic scintillator is physio-chemically stable, and its optical characteristic is not vulnerable to the 
environmental condition. Additionally, it is advantageous for beta ray measurements because of its low 
atomic number which can suppress backscattering and Bremsstrahlung effects and low mass density 
which can decrease the background counting rate from external gamma ray or cosmic ray [14].  
The properties of plastic scintillators and other scintillators were compared. Table 1-1. presents the 
specifications of typical commercial scintillators (Saint-Gobain Crystals). NaI(Tl) and CsI(Tl), which 
are the most popular scintillators, were rejected because of their hygroscopic property. They are not 
suitable to detect extremely low-energy beta ray if protecting coat is required. Lutetium-yttrium 
oxyorthosilicate (LYSO(Ce)) and bismuth germanate (BGO) were rejected due to their high density. 
CaF2(Eu) is the most competitive scintillator comparing to the plastic scintillator to detect the beta ray 
[15, 16]. It has relatively low density and no hygroscopic property. However, density is still higher than 
that of the plastic scintillator, and decay time was relatively high. Because a coincidence technique is 
required to detect the low-energy beta ray of tritium, decay time of 1,000 ns is too long to apply for 
coincidence. Time information of the generated pulse signal is important for the coincidence technique; 
thus the shorter length of the signal is more advantageous.  
The BC-400 shown in table 1-1 is a typical model for general purpose. Various models can be selected 
according to the purpose, and the emission wavelength and time constant mainly vary depending on the 
model. For example, the BC-428 is a green emitter that its most probable wavelength is 480 nm, which 
are more responsive to the silicon photomultipliers or photodiode. Depending on the type of PMT, or 
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Table 1-1. Specifications of typical commercial scintillators (Saint-Gobain Crystals) 
 NaI(Tl) CsI(Tl) LYSO(Ce) BGO CaF2(Eu) 
BC-400 
(Plastic) 
Emission wavelength (nm) 415 550 420 480 435 423 
Decay time (ns) 250 1,000 36 300 940 2.4 
Light output (photons/MeV) 38,000 54,000 33,000 8,000 19,000 10,000 
Density (g/cm3) 3.67 4.51 7.1 7.13 3.18 1.03 
Hygroscopic Yes Slightly No No No No 
Refractive index 1.85 1.79 1.81 2.15 1.47 1.58 
 
A few studies about the on-line continuous monitoring of tritium in water using solid scintillator have 
been carried out. Jang et al. reports the remote and direct tritium measurement method using inorganic 
scintillator powder consolidated using epoxy and optical fiber bundle [17]. It has limitation of low 
detection efficiency thus it is applicable for GBq of tritium in water. Detection efficiency of direct 
measurement of tritium beta ray in water would be extremely low because of self-absorption effect [16].  
Plastic scintillator plate was used to detect the continuous tritium-in-water detector with but the 
detection limit was low which can be applicable for GBq/L order of tritiated water like effluent in fusion 
reactor [18, 19]. Scintillator beads or fibers were adopted to increase effective area of the scintillator 
and obtain lower detection limit order 40 kBq/L in 1 h [13, 20]. However, theoretical detection 
efficiency based on the computational calculation was high, but it had problem in practical application 
due to optical transportation. In these reasons, an alternative way to detect the tritium is considered. 
Another study for increasing effective area of scintillator was reported by Uda et al [21]. It fabricated 
swirling flow-path made of plastic scintillator to increase the area contact with tritiated water and plastic 
scintillator. It showed detection efficiency of 0.32%, and detection limit of 1,430 Bq/cm3. It was 
significant as an attempt to increase the detection efficiency by increasing the length of the flow path 
made of a plastic scintillator.  
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3) Gas-state tritium monitors 
Gas-state tritium monitors has been commercialized. The representative types of detector are 
ionization chamber and proportional counter. The ionization chamber has been used to tritium in air[22]. 
Ionization chamber-based tritium monitors are installed in nuclear facilities to protect workers from 
tritium leakage accidents. The detection limit of the ionization chamber to the tritium is approximately 
few tens of kBq/m3 for commercial models. However, because the operating principle of the ionization 
chamber is collecting extremely small amounts of current (on the order of fA), the technique is 
vulnerable to humidity and temperature which affect current delivery in the chamber [23, 24]. For this 
reason, its recording value fluctuates. Another method of tritium monitoring is using the proportional 
counter [25, 26]. Despite the low background counting rate and the low MDA of the proportional 
counter, it is difficult to use it for continuous tritium monitoring because the use of counting gas has 
certain problems; a large amount of counting gas, such as P-10 gas, should be mixed with the air sample 
to operate the proportional counter, and this lowers the stability of the recording results. Additionally, 
the use of consumables is not suitable for continuous monitoring.  
 
A few studies reported detection of gas-state tritium using plastic scintillator. A disadvantage of the 
plastic scintillator for measurement of a beta ray emitted from the radioactive gas is its low detection 
efficiency. The beta ray interacts with the gas in the whole chamber of the gas-filled type detector; thus, 
the whole volume of the chamber is valid for detection. Because beta ray interacts only when entering 
the scintillator, detection of low-energetic beta ray is valid only in short range around the scintillator. 
Furuta and Ito reports the tritium measurement in expired air (vapor) using plastic scintillator pellets 
[27]. The plastic scintillator pellet was adopted to increase the effective area for interaction and adhesion 
with HTO and plastic scintillator. The detection efficiency was less than 5% and detection limit was 
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4) Gasification of tritiated water and detection 
Gasification of the water can increase detection efficiency thought the volume of the sample is 
increased and concentration of tritium dropped. Khenari reported the tritium detection system by boiling 
the water sample using ionization chamber which has detection limit of 740,000 Bq/L in 10 s [28]. The 
condition of operation of the system would be complicated because the temperature and humidity 
should affect the detection properties. Another gasification method other than evaporation is 
gasification through electrolysis. Soreefan reported a PEM electrolysis-based tritium monitor using a 
gas-flow proportional counter [29, 30] where the detector had detection limit of 740 Bq/L in 1.5 h of 
electrolysis followed by 4 h counting. The gas-flow proportional counter has been shown to consume a 
counting gas comprising methane and argon. Furthermore, the tritiated gas should be carefully mixed 
with the counting gas using syringe pump. Therefore, in consideration of the constant need for 
consumables and uncertainty due to mixing gas, it is not suitable for continuous monitoring and analysis 
of large tritiated samples. However, the approach to the gasification of the water sample using 
electrolysis was significance. 
The concentration of tritiated hydrogen gas generated through electrolysis can be quantified by 
fractionation factor. Characterization of the fractionation factor is important to convert the tritium 
concentration in liquid to gas. Roy reports that the fractionation factor was varied by temperature of 
tritiated water [31]. In the study, energy of the liberation of the isotopes in hydrogen-tritium system by 
the difference in the free activation energy for transfer of proton to the cathode and triton to cathode. 
The difference in activation energy was -2260 cal/mole for hydrogen-tritium system. The system is 
exothermic, and it implies that the fractionation factor decreases as the temperature increases though 
the study was carried out in Ni-Fe. 
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1.3 Purpose of the Study 
 
The purpose of the study was development of on-line continuous monitoring technology of tritium in 
water with continuous inflow of the sample. The existing method of detecting tritium in water was to 
contact the scintillator directly with the water sample. Because this method has very low detection 
efficiency, it is difficult to obtain a low MDA. There was a case in which gasification using electrolysis 
and a proportional counter are applied, but it was a method that was applicable at the laboratory level 
and hard to use it outside. Therefore, in this study, a plastic scintillator-based detector with enhanced 
detection efficiency was fabricated to detect gasified tritium which was generated through electrolysis. 
PEM cell-based was used to electrolyze the tritiated water and gasify it, and plastic scintillator-based 
detector was mounted in series. High detection efficiency and stability were required to meet this 
purpose. PEM cells generate hydrogen gas through the electrolysis of water. Because there is no need 
to add an additional electrolyte, it is environmentally friendly and reusable. A plastic scintillator, which 
does not generate many bremsstrahlung radiation and has low probability of interacting with external 
gamma rays because of low atomic number (< 4), volumic mass density (~1 g/cm3), and resistance to 
moisture, was selected as the tritium detecting material. Due to these characteristics, the combination 
of electrolysis and plastic scintillator was thought to be suitable for continuous monitoring of tritium in 
water. The proposed system can continuously monitor tritium in the water without consuming 
disposable products or polluting the environment with hazardous materials. Also, drained water after 
analysis is not chemically contaminated. Additionally, purification prior to the electrolysis and 
generation of hydrogen gas can fundamentally reject the disturbance due to other radionuclides.  
In chapter 2, fundamental test of tritium detection using plastic scintillator was carried out. A sealed 
tritium surficial source and a planar plastic scintillator were used. Energy calibration was carried out 
using single PMT, amplifier and multi-channel analyzer (MCA). Coincidence spectrum was obtained 
using coincidence circuit system and range of interest was investigated to reject the worthless noise 
signal counts. By giving the offset between the scintillator and the source, the change pattern of the 
counting rate was analyzed. 
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In chapter 3, the electrolysis characteristics of tritiated water using PEM cell was evaluated. This part 
includes the experiments to obtain correlation between the concentration of tritiated water and the 
concentration of tritium gas generated after electrolysis. Electrolysis system was developed, and a 
commercial gaseous tritium detector was utilized. Additionally, preliminary home-made tritium 
detector was fabricated and conceptual verification for continuous tritium detecting method was 
conducted using the electrolysis system and the detector.  
In chapter 4, multi-channel plastic-based tritium detector was designed. The plastic scintillator detector, 
fabricated in the previous part, includes only two scintillators and their diameter was 50 mm which was 
fit with 2-inch-window PMT. Therefore, volume of the chamber relatively small and the detection 
efficiency was low, too. Design of multi-channel type, which means narrow flow channels were 
parallelly placed, can effectively increase the detection efficiency. The multi-channel detector was 
designed by giving variety to design parameters such as number of the channel and thickness of the 
plastic scintillator and their performances were tested using a computational simulation code. A 
prototype multi-channel detector was manufactured to have the maximum performance at the level that 
can be actually processed, and its detection efficiency was estimated.  
In the chapter 5, a prototype system was developed and tested for the capability of real-time on-line 
continuous tritiated water monitoring. The system was designed by combining the electrolysis 
characteristics obtained in the part I and the detection chamber newly developed in part II. The design 
of the system was carried out based on the conditions to achieve the theoretical maximum performance, 
and the detection efficiency and MDA of the final system after combining the electrolysis with PEM 
cell and the detection part were evaluated. Then, it includes discussions on the operation method of the 
system applicable to practical fields such as tritium monitoring in drainage facilities during nuclear 
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Chapter Ⅱ. Fundamental Tests for Tritium Detection 
 
2.1 Plastic Scintillator for Tritium Detection 
 
Beta ray interacts with a scintillator and photons are produced. The number generated photon is 
proportional to the absorbed energy into the scintillator. The generated photon is converted by using 
the light detecting apparatus and the pulse signals are counted using pulse height analysis. Fig 2-1 
present principle of detection of low-energy beta ray using plastic scintillator. 
 
 
Fig. 2-1. Principle of detecting low-energy beta ray using plastic scintillator 
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In case of detecting low-energy beta ray, such as tritium, range (the distance of flight) is extremely 
short. When a radioactive isotope decays at the shorter distance with plastic scintillator than its beta 
ray’s range, the beta ray can interact with the plastic scintillator and produce photon. Otherwise, when 
it decays distant from the scintillator, the beta ray can’t interact with plastic scintillator and it cause 
decrease of efficiency. If medium is water, the range of tritium beta ray is less than few tens of μm, the 
detection efficiency will order of 10-5. The water medium should be thin to increase the detection 
efficiency, but the volume of the sample will be extremely small as well as hydrodynamical difficulty. 
If medium is hydrogen gas, the range of tritium beta ray would be few mm. In other words, 
aerodynamical design to allow gas to flow well and to have a detection efficiency order of 10-1 is 
expected to be possible. Because of these aspects, the detection of beta-rays of tritium in gas was desired.  
Additionally, because the energy of tritium beta ray is extremely low, their pulse height is low. 
Discrimination of between the desired pulse and noise signal is important to maximize the detection 
efficiency and reducing the counting rate. A fundamental experimental setup was prepared for testing 
principle of tritium detection using plastic scintillator. Light detecting apparatus was composed using 
PMT, amplifier and time resolving system.  
Basic computational simulations and experiments were performed to obtain the detector design 
elements. Frist of all, Proper thickness of scintillator was obtained by computational simulation using 
MCNP6. And single PMT was used to acquire energy spectrum using the plastic scintillator. Through 
the energy spectrum, the required gain in the combination of the plastic scintillator and PMT was 
approximately estimated, and the detectability of tritium was experimentally verified. The coincidence 
circuit was composed and tested.  Before using the gaseous tritium source, the efficiency that can be 
obtained from the planar plastic scintillator was evaluated using a sealed surficial tritium source which 
has relatively stable emission rate. 
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2.2 Computational Simulation of Tritium Detection 
 
Before starting the experimental works, computation simulation was carried out to find 1) proper 
thickness of the scintillator and 2) approximate detection efficiency for comparison the experiment 
result. In general, a beta ray range model was defined with empirical expression as shown in Eq (2.1) 
and Eq. (2.2) [32]. 
  = .  .      ≤ .           (2.1)  = .  − .      ≥ .         (2.2) 
 
where Rβ and Eβ are range in g/cm2 and the energy of the beta ray. This expression fits well at energies 
that do not deviate significantly from 0.8 MeV. However, tritium emits extremely low energy of beta 
ray with 5.7 keV in average and 18.6 keV in maximum. When this energy is applied to Eq (2.1) above, 
the average and maximum range is calculated as 0.0078 g/cm2 and 0.0400 g/cm2, respectively. By 
considering the density of the plastic scintillator presented in table 2-1, the thickness of the plastic 
scintillator for the tritium beta ray are 75.83 μm.in average and 387.9 μm in maximum, respectively. 
This value was expected to be overestimated because beta ray with lower energy loss its energy 
drastically[33]. Therefore, particle transportation simulation was carried out using Monte Carlo N-
Particle 6 (MCNP6) to verify the effective range of the tritium beta ray in the plastic scintillator medium 
[34].  
Fig. 2-1 presents the overall simulation geometry. The dimensions of each part (sealed source, active 
area of the source and plastic scintillator) were same with the experimental setup described in section 
2.3 except for the thickness of the scintillator. The size of the plastic scintillator was 50 × 50 × 10 mm. 
The thickness was thick enough to record beta ray track. The plastic scintillator was composed of H/C 
ratio of 1:1.10 and its density was set by 1.05 g/cm3. Because the material information of the sealed 
tritium source was not published, it was assumed aluminum with density of 2.7 g/cm3. The source 
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distribution was carefully set to be uniform over a circle in the sealed source part using an option of 
special source probability function. The air gap between the scintillator and the source was set by 10 




Fig. 2-2. The overall simulation geometry with XZ-plane view (upper) and XY-plane view (down)  
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2.3 Experimental Setup 
 
Fig. 2-2 shows the detection chamber and light detecting apparatus to count the signals produced by 
the interaction between beta ray emitted from the tritium and the plastic scintillator. The light detecting 
apparatus was based on the coincidence measurement circuit. Coincidence circuit is utilized to 
selectively detect the light signals generated due to ionizing radiation and reject the background noise 
signals. The photons produced by the interaction between beta ray and the scintillator are incident to 
the two facing photomultiplier tubes. The photon is isotopically generated in a scintillator, it is expected 
to the both photomultiplier tubes detect the light signal at the same time. To record the time information, 
timing single channel analyzer (SCA) which can convert the input signal by sharp and distinct timing 
signal is required. And delay modules delay is utilized to make time difference of given time interval.  
 
Fig. 2-3. A conceptual diagram of light detecting apparatus with coincidence circuit  
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The time difference between two signals is converted to a voltage signal by the time to amplitude 
converter (TAC). The output of the TAC is transported to the multi-channel analyzer (MCA), and the 
spectrum data are recorded by discriminating the voltage signal from 0 to 10 V into the whole number 
of channels. Using the spectrum data, the optimized window of the timing signal is selected. For 
example, full range of the output signal from TAC is set by 0 to 500 ns, if the MCA has 1024 channels, 
a single channel indicates about 0.488 ns. In this case, the signals with time difference of 250 ns will be 
recorded in the 1024th channel. 
 
Fig. 2-3. Shows the experimental setup of the fundamental tritium detectability test. The light detecting 
apparatus was composed of two PMTs (R878, Hamamtsu photonics) and signal processing units which 
is displayed in Fig. 2-1. The PMTs are mounted in a dark box and sealed to block the external light. 
The tritium source and plastic scintillator was parallelly placed.  
 
Fig. 2-4. Experimental setup of the fundamental tritium detectability test 
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The plastic scintillator was supplied by Epic-crystal and its specification is described in Table 2-1. The 
decay time of the plastics scintillator was short enough to make a coincidence system while the decay 
time of the PMT was much longer (80 ns). The wavelength of emission peak was 415 nm which was 
match to the general bialkali-type PMT such as R878. The dimension of the plastic scintillator was 50 
mm × 50 mm × 1 mm. The width of 50 mm was selected by considering the window size of the PMT.  
 
Table 2-1. Datasheet of the plastic scintillator (Epic-Crystal) 
Parameters Values 
Density (g/cm3) 1.05 
Decay time (ns) 2.40 
Light output (%relatively of Anthracene) 50-60 
Soften temperature (K) 348 
Wavelength of emission peak (nm) 415 
H/C ratio 1.10 




The sealed tritium source supplied by Eckert&Ziegler and its specification is described in Table 2-2. 
The corrected surface emission rate was calculated considering radioactive decay. The diameter of 
active window was 36 mm which was smaller than the diameter of PMT window (50 mm) as well as 
the dimension of the plastic scintillator.  
 
The first experiment was energy calibration using single PMT. A preamplifier and an amplifier were 
connected to an PMT and the output signal was directly connected to the MCA, not using the timing 
SC and TAC. In this composition, the energy spectrum can be acquired.  
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Table 2-2. Datasheet of the tritium surficial source 
Parameters Values 
Radioactivity 10.0 kBq 
Surface emission rate (in certificate) 192 s-1 
Corrected surface emission rate 189 s-1 
Overall dimension Φ 47 × 3 mm 
Active dimension (window) Φ 36 mm 
Uncertainty of beta surface emission rate 6% 
 
Therefore, x-axis of the spectrum means the absorbed energy by interaction of beta ray and scintillator. 
The tritium source and 14C source (370,000 Bq) was used for energy calibration. 14C is a pure-beta 
emitter that its maximum energy is 156 keV. Using the beta ray spectrum, energy calibration of the 
plastic scintillator was carried out. The gain was set by 80, by adjusting the coarse gain as 20 and fine 
gain as 4. The measurement was carried out for 300 s.  
 
The second experiment was coincidence circuit test. Using the coincidence circuit, timing spectrum 
can be obtained and its range of interest (ROI) was set. The counting rate in ROI was considered to 
estimate the detection efficiency of the detector. To acquire the ROI, full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of the peak for the ROI was used. Primarily, the center of the plastic scintillator and the tritium 
source was aligned and adhere them together. After ROI was obtained, offset test was carried out. By 
the offset test, it was expected to estimate the approximate range of the beta ray of tritium. The axis 
direction offsets between the plastic scintillator and the source were 0, 1 and 5 mm, respectively. The 
side direction offset between the plastic scintillator and the source were 0, 10 and 20 mm, respectively. 
The gain was set by 240, by adjusting the coarse gain as 40 and fine gain as 6. The measurement was 
carried out for 300 s.  
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2.4. Results and Discussion 
 
Fig. 2-4 shows the particle track simulation result of tritium beta ray and plastic scintillator. The 
maximum track length was about 10 μm and the length of penetration was less than 5 μm. Comparing 
with the values that derived from the empirical expression, they were much shorter. It was thought that 
the specific energy loss in lower energy was exceedingly high thus the range was very short. Therefore, 
the required thickness of the plastic scintillator to avoid escaping of beta ray was very thin; few tens of 
micrometers were enough.  
 
Fig. 2-5. Particle track simulation result of tritium beta ray and plastic scintillator 
 
Fig.2-5 presents the acquired beta ray spectra using 14C and 3H sources. The number of counts in 
channels were normalized because the activities of the sources were different. The from 1 to 748 
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channel contains 99.99% of total counts. Therefore, the 748-th channel was considered as 156 keV, 
and energy-channel ratio was evaluated by 0.209 keV/Ch. Using this, the channel number which 
indicated 18.6 keV was 89 Ch. The detection efficiency for the tritium was estimated by 34.49±2.08%. 
This detection efficiency was obtained in the condition that the plastic scintillator and the sealed 
tritium source were tightly closed. It is not a meaningful number and can be interpreted as the 
maximum detection efficiency that can be obtained in an ideal environment. The background 
counting rate was estimated by 22.36 cps.  
 
Fig. 2-6. Beta ray spectra acquired through experiment using sealed 14C and 3H sources. The number 
of counts were normalized. 
 
Fig. 2-6 presents the tritium spectra acquired from the simulation (orange) and the experiment (green). 
In the spectrum obtained from the simulation, energy bin for recording the particle (tally) was based on 
the experiment. The energy range was set by 0 to 0.156 MeV and they were segmented by 784. The 
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detection efficiency was 58.9%, which was much higher than that of obtained from the experiment. 
Compared to the simulation results, in the experiment, the lower energy part of the spectrum was 
dominant. Because the peak was formed lower than the average energy of tritium beta ray, 5.7 keV, this 
is considered to be due to the self-absorption of the sealed source. Many signal counts were cut off in 
the low energy part. Therefore, the need for coincidence circuit to reduce the noise signal with more 
amplification was highlighted. 
 
Fig. 2-7. The tritium spectra acquired from the simulation (orange) and the experiment (green). 
 
Fig. 2-7 (a) presents the coincidence spectra that obtained without tritium sealed source and Fig. 2-4 
(b) that with a plastic scintillator with tritium sealed source. The x-axis of the spectrum indicates time 
difference between start and stop signals for the input of the TAC. Because the full window range was 
set by 500 ns and time difference was set by 250 ns. FWHM of the peak was 140 Ch, which corresponds 
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to the 68.36 ns. By considering the decay constant of the PMT was 80 ns, the width of the peak makes 
sense. The ROI was set by doubling this, from 268 to 651 Ch to contain 2σ range (approx. 95%) of the 
peak. 
 
Fig. 2-8. Coincidence spectra in case of no scintillator (a) and scintillator with tritium source (b) 
 
Table 2-3 presents the counting rates and detection efficiency with different source positions. The 
background counting rate was 12.66 cps. The background counting rate was decreased thought the gain 
was increased because of coincidence circuit. Otherwise, the detection efficiency was decreased 
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comparing with the single PMT system. There are two reasons for this. First, the optical efficiency was 
lowered because the PMT and the plastic scintillator are not attached in the experimental arrangement. 
The second reason was that some of the signals were eliminated in the coincidence circuit. Some signals 
should be laid out of ROI. This experiment is significant in that it is an experiment to check whether 
the coincidence circuit works well when using a plastic scintillator.  
 
 
Table 2-3. Counting rates and detection efficiency with different source positions 






Center 64.95 52.29 27.67 
Offset – side direction 
10 mm 57.03 44.37 23.48 
20 mm 47.51 34.85 18.44 
Offset – axis direction 
1 mm 23.02 10.36 5.48 
5 mm 19.49 6.83 3.61 
Background 12.66 - - 
 
  




A fundamental study for tritium beta ray measurement using plastic scintillator was carried out. The 
particle transportation simulation was carried out to obtain the required thickness of the plastic 
scintillator and the theoretical maximum detection efficiency. The range of the tritium beta ray was 
much shorter than the calculated by the empirical expression, as expected. It was confirmed that very 
thin plastic scintillator can be used. The detection efficiencies between the simulated and experiment 
results were quite different as well as the shape of the energy spectrum. The primary reason was thought 
to be limitation of the sealed source because the source itself absorbs the energy of the beta ray. The 
energy calibration was carried out using single PMT system. The maximum energies of the spectra were 
linear for 3H and 14C. Coincidence circuit was prepared and tested with the sealed tritium source. The 
time difference spectrum obtained by the coincidence circuit appeared similar to the expected result. 
The signal counts were concentrated in the center, which corresponds to the given time difference. The 
ROI was set using FWHM. Through this experiment and simulation, the required thickness of the 
scintillator and expected efficiency of the plastic scintillator for tritium measurement were obtained, 
which was later used in the design of a detector for measuring gaseous tritium. 
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Chapter Ⅲ. Electrolysis Characteristics of Tritiated Water and Preliminary On-
line Continuous Tritiated Water Monitoring System 
 
3.1 Electrolysis Characteristics of Tritiated Water 
 
Electrolysis has been used in radiochemistry to enrich the tritium in water in order to measure 
extremely low levels of tritium [36]. Therefore, the hydrogen gas produced via conventional electrolysis 
does not contain much tritium, and most of the tritium remains in the water. In contrast, the hydrogen 
gas produced via PEM cell-based electrolysis contains more tritium than that produced via conventional 
electrolysis techniques. Depending on the method of electrolysis, tritium or hydrogen atoms are 
separated from the form of water to form a gas. The fractionation factor determines this characteristic 
which is defined as a ratio of separated proton atoms to hydrogen atoms during electrolysis. Soreefan 
et al. reported that the produced gas using the PEM cell-based electrolysis contained  more tritium 
than conventional electrolysis such as Ni/Fe-based conventional electrolysis [29]. PEM-based 
electrolysis shows the fractionation factor ~5 while Ni/Fe-based conventional electrolysis shows the 
fractionation factor of ~25 [37, 38]. This implies that the PEM-based electrolysis can evolve more 
tritium then conventional electrolysis.  
In this chapter, characterization of PEM electrolysis cells for online continuous monitor for large 
tritiated water samples was conducted. In the Soreefan’s work, volume change before and after 
electrolysis is a key factor for estimation of the fractionation factor. However, measurement of the 
volume is not precise thus the relative error was large. An alternative method to evaluate the 
fractionation factor with less relative error was suggested. Fractionation factor was estimated by 
evaluating the linearity between the tritium concentration of the produced gas and the tritiated water 
sample. In addition, one of the factors that can affect the fractionation factor is temperature. Therefore, 
the fractionation factor was estimated according to the temperature of the tritiated water sample. This 
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will contribute to lowering the MDA of the developing monitoring system through optimization of the 
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3.2 Definition of the Fractionation Factor 
 
Conventional electrolysis using aqueous electrolyte enriches the tritium in water, and thus, only the 
hydrogen atom (proton), not the tritium atom (triton), is converted into gas. However, electrolysis using 
a polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) can gasify the tritons, thus providing more tritium. This 
characteristic is defined as the fractionation factor (β), which is expressed as the ratio of the number of 
protons to the number of tritons converted to gas during electrolysis. The lower fractionation factor—
close to unity—implies more tritium is present in the gas produced by electrolysis.  
 
The original purpose to estimate the fractionation factor is to evaluate the exact degree of enrichment. 
In the aspect of enrichment, the fractionation is defined as shown in Eq. (3.1) 
 
 =  =       (3.1) 
 
where E, T0, T, V0, V are enrichment factor, initial and final concentration of the tritium in water, and 
initial and final volume of the tritiated water sample, respectively. However, it was thought that the 
relative error was large because the volume was difficult to measure accurately and could change due 
to heat generated during the electrolysis process. 
 
Although the PEM cell has these advantages, concentration changes due to gasification and ratio of 
proton-triton selectivity (fractionation factor) should be considered. The tritium concentration in an 
electrolyzed gaseous sample (Tgas) can be derived as shown in Eq. (3.2).  
 
T  = T    ×   ×    × 1000 ×                 (3.2) 
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where Tliquid, κ, β, and are the tritium concentration in the liquid sample to be electrolyzed, the 
hydrogen volume correction factor during the electrolysis and the fractionation factor. If the volumetric 
change of the tritiated water sample is ignorable, the term   in the Eq. (3.2) goes to the unity. 
Then, the relationship between the tritium concentrations of liquid and gaseous hydrogen was expected 
to be linear, meaning that the slope would be the × . Because the hydrogen volume correction factor 
was a constant at the same temperature and pressure; 7.36×10-4 in 25℃ at 1 atm. If the slope of the 
relationship can be evaluated by measuring the gases tritium concentration generated by electrolysis 
versus the liquid tritium concentration, it can lead to the estimation of the fractionation factor. 
The fractionation factor depends on various parameters: electrode material, current density, and 
temperature [39-41]. In the aspect of electrode material, it has been reported that the PEM-based 
electrolysis, using solid membrane with electrode of Pt-Ir, showed lower fractionation factor than the 
conventional electrolysis compared with the conventional Ni-Fe electrode based aqueous electrolysis. 
The electrode material and current were not changed or controlled, because they are highly related to 
the hydrogen production rate. Sufficient hydrogen production rate was required for the continuous 
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3.3 Experimental Setup  
 
Fig. 3-1 shows a conceptual diagram of the preliminary tritium monitoring system with electrolysis 
cell, and Fig. 3-2 shows a picture of the electrolysis system which consisted of an electrolysis cell, a 
power supply, a water pump, a sample container, and a hydrogen buffer. A 10-stack PEM cell with Pt-
Ir catalytic electrode (WESPE Co., Ltd., Korea) was used. Power supply (TDP-3020B, Toyotech, Viet 
Nam) was used to apply a constant current of 7 A. The hydrogen gas production rate for this condition 
was 0.49 L/min, and its corresponding disintegration rate of water was 23.8 mL/h. The water pump 
transported the water from the sample container to the electrolysis cell and mixed the water sample so 
that the temperature became homogeneous. The sample container and hydrogen buffer were cylindrical 
in shape with volumes of 10.5 L and 1.3 L, respectively. A mass flowmeter (M2030V, Line-Tech, Korea) 
was provided to measure the amount of hydrogen gas generated. A commercial water heater was used 
to heat the tritiated water sample, and a thermometer was placed in the sample container to monitor the 
temperature. The temperature was controlled from 30 to 90 ℃. The room temperature and relative 
humidity were well-controlled to 24 ℃ and 61%, respectively, with an air conditioner. The initial 
temperature of the tritiated water sample was approximately 28 ℃ without external heating due to the 
amount of heat generated in the electrolysis cell. In this system, the produced hydrogen gas is 
transported through a stainless-steel tube. An ionization chamber-based tritium monitor was connected 
to the detection chamber exit to monitor the tritium concentration of the exhausting hydrogen gas to 
confirm the operation of the electrolysis system. 
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Fig. 3-1. Conceptual diagram of the preliminary tritium monitoring system and experimental setup 
 
 
Fig. 3-2. Picture of the electrolysis system for tritiated water 
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A simple type of tritium detector consisting of two scintillators facing each other was connected to an 
electrolysis system to test the performance of the preliminary tritiated water monitoring system. Fig. 3-
3 shows the preliminary tritium gas detector using plastic scintillator. Two plastic scintillators (Plastic 
scintillator, Epic Crystal) with diameter of 50 mm were attached with acrylic structure using optical 
cement (BC-600, Saint-Gobain Crystals). The acrylic structure has two flow path connections, and the 
space surrounding the plastic scintillators and acrylic structure becomes the volume of the detection 
part. The plastic scintillators are optically connected with photomultiplier tubes with window diameter 
of 50.4 mm (R878, Hamamatsu photonics).  
 
 
Fig. 3-3. Picture of the preliminary tritium gas detector using plastic scintillator 
 
Two experiments were carried out to characterize electrolysis of tritiated water. The first one was 
characterization of the fractionation factor of the PEM-based electrolysis cell. Tritiated water samples 
with knowing concentration were prepared and measured using LSC. The fractionation factor of the 
tritiated water from the low to high concentration should be constant to use the proposed method. If the 
fractionation factor were not same nor linear, it is difficult to estimate the tritium concentration in the 
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original aqueous form. Detailed experiment conditions for the characterization of the fractionation 
factor were as follows: 
- Six spiked water samples were prepared for the electrolysis technique to characterize the 
fractionation factor and verify the linearity of the tritium concentration in the gaseous sample. 
-  The tritium concentrations for the liquid samples were 156±3 (S1), 552±11 (S2), 912±19 
(S3), 1,296±26 (S4), 1,710±35 (S5), and 2173±44 (S6) kBq L-1.  
- The concentrations of these sources were estimated by using a well-calibrated LSC. Each 
liquid sample was electrolyzed, and the produced tritiated hydrogen gas was collected into a 
gas sampling bag with a capacity of 3 L.  
- The tritium concentrations of the collected samples were measured by using an ionization 
chamber-based tritium monitor (β-ionix, Premium Analyse). 
The second one was continuous measurement test. The experiment was a emulation of practical 
application in field. A large amount of sample with knowing concentration was prepared and 
electrolyzed. The produced gas was measured with a given interval. Detailed experiment steps and 
conditions for the continuous measurement test were as follows: 
- 1 L of 7,500 kBq L-1 of each sample was prepared for subsequent continuous measurement 
experiments.  
- 1 L of deionized water was initially electrolyzed and detected for 15 minutes, before and 1 
ml of the 7.5 MBq ml-1 tritium standard source was introduced to the deionized water.  
- After one hour of measurement, entire flow path was washed at least 6 times using deionized 
water, and the measurement was continued.  
 
By evaluating the specific detection efficiency, capability of tritium detection was confirmed and its 
performance was compared with other previous studies.  
 
The specific detection efficiency was defined as a parameter of the intrinsic detection performance for 
the plastic scintillator. This parameter is utilized to confirm that the developed detector shows similar 
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levels of detection efficiency compared with other existing plastic scintillator-based detectors. Singh’s 
work reports that the specific detection efficiency for gaseous tritium was 9.01×10-9 cps (Bq L-1 cm2)-1 
[19]. The estimated detection specific detection efficiency will be compared with this value. The 
specific detection efficiency (εarea)—efficiency per unit area of the plastic scintillator— is defined as 
shown in Eq. (2). 
 
ε   × =   ×                      (3.3) 
 
where CR and A are the net counting rate recorded by the plastic scintillator, and the surface area of 
the plastic scintillator, respectively. Detection efficiency was estimated using Eq. (1.3); 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 
 
Fig. 3-4 shows the calibration curve (or line) for liquid water and gaseous tritium concentrations that 
were used to characterize the electrolysis power of the PEM cell. The relationship between 
concentration of the tritiated water and gaseous tritium was linear, having a correlation coefficient R2 
value of 0.994. It is important to highlight that the linearity of the tritium concentration of the 
electrolyzed hydrogen gas and R2 coefficient @ 1 corresponds to reaching minimal errors, as a result of 
employing the electrolysis method as a pretreatment method. Additionally, the slope of this line 
represents the electrolysis-based liquid to-gas conversion factor (Ce) as presented in the “Theory” part, 
and was estimated as being of 0.1362±0.005 [(kBq m-3)gas/(kBq L-1)liquid]. Solving the Eq. (3.2) 
yielded an estimated fractionation factor of 5.41±0.20, whereas Soreefan and Deval reported the value 
of 6.6±0.7 [29]. The relative error was 3.7% while Soreefan’s work shows the relative error of 10.6%.  
 
Fig. 3-4. Calibration curve for liquid and gaseous tritium concentrations that was used to 
characterize the electrolysis of the PEM cell 
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There are two main reasons to explain why a different value was obtained. One is the difference in the 
estimation methods. In the work of Soreefan and Devol, the volume was calculated as based on the 
volume before and after the water was electrolyzed, whereas in this study, water samples with various 
tritium concentrations were used to derive the relationship between the concentrations of liquid and gas, 
which was used to estimate the factor. Furthermore, Soreefan and Devol's work may contain volume 
measurement errors; however, in this study, the error was minimized by using an LSC to perform 
radioactivity analysis. Secondly, there were differences in the experimental condition (e.g., 
manufacturer of the PEM cell stack, length and material of flow path, with or without pump for the 
PEM cell).  For these reasons, it is not appropriate to compare direct numerical differences between 
two studies. Both electrolysis cells showed similar levels of fractionation factor, and the evaluation 
method used in this study can be used with lower relative error should be focused. If the system is 
reproduced, the fractionation factor must be evaluated before operation. 
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Tritium gasification was characterized according to the temperature. In Fig. 3-5, measured counting 
rate according to the measurement time is displayed along with the temperature of the tritiated water 
sample. The square markers indicate the instantaneous counting rate, and the solid line, the temperature. 
The experiment was carried out continuously for 220 min. The counting rate increased as the 
temperature increased. This implies that more tritium was electrolyzed at higher temperatures for the 
same concentration of tritiated water. The tritium concentrations measured by the tritium monitor were 
90, 130, 190, and 250 kBq/m3 at temperatures of 30, 50, 70, and 90 ℃, respectively. The corresponding 
fractionation factors were estimated as 8.90 ± 0.38, 6.23 ± 0.49, 4.26 ± 0.23, and 3.24 ± 0.14 as 
described in Table 3-1. The fractionation factor fell as the temperature rose. The temperature and 
counting rate accorded with each other. As a comparison with a study of characterizing tritium 
enrichment factor in terms of temperature, which reported that the enrichment factor went down as the 
temperature got higher, it showed a good agreement with this result [42]. 
 
Fig. 3-5. Measured counting rate and the temperature of the tritiated water sample according to the 
measurement time 
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Table 3-1. Estimated fractionation factors according to the temperatures 
Temperature (℃) Fractionation factor 
30 8.90 ± 0.38 
50 6.23 ± 0.49 
70 4.26 ± 0.23 
90 3.24 ± 0.14 
 
The estimated fractionation factors were quite different from those derived by previous studies. This 
difference was attributed to the different kinds of electrolysis cells used in those studies. Many past 
works observed that the electrode material is the primary determinant of the fractionation factor [43-
45]. However, the temperature determines the fractionation factor as well, and these variables can be 
modified suitably to obtain a lower MDA. Thus, practically, the sampled water can change the 
temperature; if the temperature of the water sample in the system can be monitored and the fractionation 
factor is applied as a dynamic parameter, it will be possible to monitor the tritium concentration in the 
water more effectively and accurately 
 
Table 3-2 represents the parameters used in the first experiment using single channel detection 
chamber, and the estimated detection efficiency, specific detection efficiency and the MDAs obtained 
on the monitor system. The detection efficiency was estimated using Eq. (4). The specific detection 
efficiency was estimated as 1.16×10-8 cps (Bq L-1 cm2)-1, and was improved by 29% relative to the value 
of 9.01×10-9 cps (Bq L-1 cm2)-1 obtained by Singh et al [19]. 
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Table 3-2. Parameters used in the experiments and the estimated detection efficiency and specific 
detection efficiency 
Parameters Values 
Background Counting Rate (cps) 3.7±0.06 
Net Counting Rate (cps) 1.7±0.02 
Tritium Concentration (kBq m-3) 1,020±51 
Volume of the chamber (m3) 3.93×10-5 
Tritium Activity in Chamber (Bq) 40.1±2.0 
Detection Efficiency of the Chamber (%) 4.25±0.22 
Specific detection efficiency (cps (Bq L-1 cm2)-1) 1.16×10-8  
MDA for gaseous tritium (kBq/m3) 89 
MDA for liquid tritium (kBq/L) 655 
 
As Fig. 3-6 shows, the maximum counting rate of the tritiated water sample (322 cpm) was 
significantly higher than that of the deionized water control (240 cpm). Approximately 45 minutes were 
required for the counting rate to reach a steady state. This time duration includes the time required for 
the tritium to mix with the existing deionized water in the sample container, and the time required for 
the hydrogen gas produced after electrolysis to reach the detection chamber. It is undesirable to apply 
negative pressure by using a pump, as this may damage the electrolytic cell. Furthermore, if the amount 
of generated hydrogen gas can be changed by adjusting the current, the desired response time can be 
achieved. The counting rate after 45 minutes was slightly increased because the tritiated water was 
enriched during electrolysis. The increase was within the range of error and increase of tritium 
concentration in the sample container was possible due to enrichment by electrolysis. The water in the 
sample container was overflowed from the anode to the cathode during electrolysis even more than the 
decomposition rate. Because of this, the amount of water remaining in the sample container was small 
and tritium enrichment was accelerated. In practical use, the water sample will be continuously supplied 
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to the sample container and will not have a significant effect because the sample container always 
contains a large amount of sample. 
 
Fig. 3-6. Results of continuous measurement of the counting rate 
 
The MDA for the liquid sample was estimated as 655 kBq L-1 under the condition of a measurement 
time of 60 minutes. Although there are currently no commercially available on-line continuous tritium 
monitors, the detection limits of the monitor developed in this study was compared to various 
commercially available models. The MDA of a commercially available off-line real-time tritium 
monitor (SSS-33M81, technical-associates) was 740 Bq L-1 at the background counting time of 24 hours, 
whereas that of the proposed system was 133 kBq L-1at the same counting time. The response time 
when a sudden high-activity contamination occurred was relatively short (~45 min). Sudden changes 
can be detected if they are installed at a point where there is a potential for tritium leaks, at the drain of 
the nuclear facilities. In addition, unmanned long-term autonomous operation is possible. In general, 
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there are some differences between the products, deionizing filter and PEM-cell can be used for tens of 
thousands of hours unless sea water is used [46].  
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3.5 Computational Calculation of Water Supply System 
 
Configuration of the electrolysis system was drawn and tested by computer-aided design and 
engineering program. The water sample supply system is included in the electrolysis system. The water 
supply system was designed before buildup of the experimental setup and its hydraulic and thermal 
properties were calculated. Fig. 3-7 shows the 3D design of the water supply system. The material of 
flow lines, joints and containers were set by stainless steel 316L and of connecting tubes for pump and 
electrolysis cell were set by silicon rubber. The pump and electrolysis cell were expressed as bulk parts 
without functional details. The outer diameter of the flow line was 6.35 mm and thickness of 0.889 mm 
which corresponds to the geometry of typical 1/4-inch stainless steel tube. Because it is unnatural to 
connect directly by welding with a 1/4-inch tube in the container, the 1-inch tube was welded to the 
sample container and connected to the 1/4-inch tube through two steps of reducing connectors. 
 
 
Fig. 3-7. 3D design of the water supply system 
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The purpose of this simulation is to characterize the difference in temperature of water in the sample 
container and the electrolysis cell while transporting through the flow channel. Assuming that the cell 
generates heat of 130 W, the flow rate was set to 1.8 L/min. The mechanical movement of the pump 
was ignored. The temperature of the water starting from the container was set to 30, 50, 70 and 90 ℃, 
respectively. The calculation points of the temperature were inlet and outlet of the cell. The operating 
environmental was set to 25℃ and 1 atm. 
 
Fig. 3-8 shows the temperature distribution in the flow channel with initial temperature of 90 ℃. The 
temperature of the water was gradually decreasing as it is transported. The volume of the flow channel 
was estimated by 0.034 L. The total length of flow channel was 2071 mm. The temperature was 
decreased by 0.017 ℃/mm in average in case of initial temperature of 90 ℃. 
 
 
Fig. 3-8. temperature distribution in the flow channel with initial temperature of 90 ℃ 
 
Table 3-3 presents the simulated temperature of the water according to the initial temperature. The 
temperature at the inlet of electrolysis cell were 27.44, 37.07, 46.98 and 55.61 ℃ when the initial 
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temperature of 30, 50, 70 and 90 ℃, respectively. The temperatures were significantly decreased. The 
temperatures at the outlet of the electrolysis cell were decreased comparing with that at the inlet. 
Because the flow channel inside the electrolysis cell was simplified, it was suggested that the heat 
generated in the electrolysis cell was transferred differently from the actual situation. 
 
Table 3-3. Simulated temperature of the water at the inlet and outlet of the electrolysis cell 
Initial Temperature 
(℃) 
Temperature at Inlet of 
Electrolysis Cell 
 (℃) 
Temperature at Outlet of 
Electrolysis Cell 
 (℃) 
30 27.44 27.21 
50 37.07 36.25 
70 46.98 46.44 
90 55.61 55.05 
 
Because the 1/4-inch stainless steel tube could be used for heat exchange and the flow path was 
considerably long, the temperature decrement was significant. For practical usage, it is desirable to 
shorten the length of the flow path, and temperature sensor should be placed in the electrolysis cell to 
measure the temperature of the electrolyzed water, precisely. Additionally, it can be considered to 
insulate the tubes and the electrolysis cell to reduce power consumption for heating the water. 
 
  




The electrolysis characteristics for the tritiated water was investigated. The novel method of estimating 
the fractionation factor was suggested. The tritiated water was electrolyzed from low concentration to 
high concentration and concentrations of the tritiated gas generated from the electrolysis was linear with 
R2 value of 0.994. The fractionation factor was successfully estimated with about three times lower 
relative errors. By connecting the electrolysis system and preliminary detector, simple test for 
continuous monitoring of tritium in water was conducted. The system included a PEM-based 
electrolysis setup and a simply designed single-channel plastic scintillator chamber for low-energy beta 
ray measurement. The proposed tritium detection method yielded a specific detection efficiency that is 
29% higher than that reported by previous authors. Though the detection efficiency was too low and the 
volume of the chamber too small, it was confirmed that the continuous monitoring of high concentration 
of tritiated water was possible. This system is expected to be applied as a tritium-in-water monitor to 
investigate a leakage in nuclear facilities and check the status of tritium production facilities. However, 
it is necessary to improve the detection part in order to monitor the tritium at a lower concentration. 
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Chapter Ⅳ. Multi-channel Plastic Scintillator Tritium Detection Chamber and 
Performance Test 
 
4.1 Advantage of Multi-channel Detector 
 
The plastic scintillator is physio-chemically stable, and its optical characteristic is not vulnerable to 
the environmental condition. Moreover, it is advantageous for beta ray measurements because of their 
low atomic number and small backscattering or Bremsstrahlung effects. Therefore, beta ray 
measurement using plastic scintillators is advantageous if the detection efficiency is increased. A 
disadvantage of the plastic scintillator for measurement of a beta ray is its low detection efficiency 
because the beta ray should fly to the scintillator and interact before it loses its all energy. If the size of 
the detection chamber is increased to increase the volume of the detectable gas, the beta rays emitted 
from a distant location than the beta rays’ range will lose all energy in the gas inside the chamber, which 
will lead to a decrease in detection efficiency. Therefore, it is important to improve both detection 
efficiency and volume of the chamber with proper design for measurement of tritium beta rays with 
short range. 
 
 In this chapter, a design of plastic scintillator-based multi-channel tritium gas counting chamber was 
proposed. Thin planar plastic scintillators are arranged to form a number of gas-flow channels. The 
spacing between the scintillators is small enough to detect beta rays with short range. Design and 
evaluation of the detection efficiency was carried out using Monte Carlo N-Particle 6 (MCNP6) code. 
Various design parameters were applied to evaluate the performance of various detector designs through 
particle transport simulation. Additionally, optimization of the coincidence circuit composed in chapter 
2 was carried out. The outputs according to the parameters of the circuit depends on the design method 
of the detector due to changes in optical transportation efficiency. Therefore, the circuit parameter was 
optimized by applying the detection chamber that had been designed and manufactured in this chapter. 
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The performance was evaluated by defining a figure of merit that can determine the minimum detectable 
activity (MDA) which is directly related to the performance of the detection system. The proposed novel 
design method for a gaseous tritium detector and the simulation method used in this study are expected 
to be used in another tritium detector design study.  
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4.2 Calculation of MDA and Definition of FOM 
 
When the number of channels is increased, the number of plastic scintillators is also increased, and 
the volume of the channel is reduced by that amount. The detection efficiency is increased by 
exponential decay. The number of channels is related to the gap (or thickness of the hydrogen gas layer) 
between the source position and the plastic scintillator. When the gap between two scintillators is 
decreased, the length of the attenuation in the hydrogen gas medium is decreased. The full physical 
model for calculating the beta ray detection efficiency would be more complex. However, it is sufficient 
to explain the detection efficiency curve pertaining to the number of channels. Therefore, the expected 
mathematical model and the expected counting rate can be expressed by Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2), 
respectively: 
 y = A(1 − e)(Ax + A) + C                  (4.1) CR = ε ∙ M ∙ t                            (4.2) 
 
where A0, A1, A2, and C are the parameters for the mathematical model and CR, ε, M, and t are counting 
rate, detection efficiency, volume of the chamber, and concentration of the tritiated hydrogen gas, 
respectively. The simulated results were fitted based on Eq. (1) to clarify the accordance with the 
physical model. For MDA estimation, the general Currie expression was used with modification, which 
is suitable for the developed system. The MDA of each detection chamber was simply calculated using 
Eq. (4.3) which is based on the general Currie’s MDA expression.  
 
MDA  = ..∙∙                           (4.3) 
 
The CB is a background count that was obtained from the preliminary detection system. The MDA 
calculated in this part is just a reference value for predicting the detector performance. The ε and CB 
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were expected to be different from the simulated and experimental results. The detailed calculation of 
MDA of the developed system will be further discussed in chapter 5. 
 
The electronic signal acceptance condition was characterized. The detector type used in the study was 
plastic scintillator-based detector. The plastic scintillators generate light signal by interacting with the 
beta ray followed by the decay of tritium. In case of tritium, the generated light signal is very weak 
because the energy of the beta ray is very low. Therefore, amplification degree—also known as gain—
and low discrimination level (LDL) are critical in signal counting. The number of the desired signal is 
increased when the gain is increased, the noise signal is also amplified. However, the counting rate of 
background signals due to dark currents caused by thermal diffusion can be increased, resulting in an 
increment in MDA. To avoid the overflow of the noise signal, proper gain and LDL should be selected.  
To obtain an optimal balance between the detection efficiency and background counting rate, the figure 
of merit (FOM) was defined as in Eq. (4.4). 
 
 FOM =       (4.4) 
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4.3 Computational Simulation 
 
When using the plastic scintillator as a gaseous radioactivity detector, the most important point is 
detection efficiency. Because the plastic scintillator, unlike gas-filled detectors, cannot record all of the 
beta rays generated in the chamber, the gap between scintillators should be decreased to maximize 
detection efficiency. However, as the gap is made smaller, the volume of the gaseous sample also 
becomes smaller. Therefore, the trade-off between detection efficiency and sample volume should be 
optimized.  
Fig. 4-1 shows the cross-sectional view of the detection chamber and its design parameters. The design 
parameters are the width (W), depth (D), and height (H) of the chamber, thickness of the outer acrylic 
structure (T), thickness of the plastic scintillators (t), and number of channels (n). To apply the 
commercial 5-inch (127-mm) photomultiplier tube (PMT), the D and H were fixed at 127/√2  = 89.8 
mm. PMTs were optically coupled with x-axis direction when experiment was carried out. Therefore, 
if the scintillators are bigger than the window size of the PMT, photons are escaped, and optical loss 
occur. The T was fixed as 5 mm by considering the structural strength. Thin slots were processed on the 
two facing sides of the acrylic chamber and the plastic scintillators were inserted. Both sides were open 
to contact the plastic scintillators and PMT windows. The values of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 mm were 
selected as the values for t that could actually be processed. The n values are 1, 2, 4, 8, 12,⋯, increasing 
by 4 channels.  
W was set by 79.8 mm, which corresponds to the value of  − 2 (89.8 − 2 × 5). W can be increased 
to effectively enlarge the volume of the detection chamber. Before increasing W, light transmission rate 
and structural stability of the thin scintillator should be considered. Light transmission rate determines 
the signal amplitude. As the system includes coincidence system, amplitudes of light signals arriving at 
both PMTs are preferred to be similar. If one signal is rejected due to the cut-off amplitude in signal 
processing, the other one would be not recorded or be an outlier point from the ROI. The light 
attenuation coefficient for 5, 10, and 20 mm-thick plastic scintillators were 190, 210, and 275 cm. 
Though the manufacturer of the plastic scintillator does not supply information of light attenuation 
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coefficient for the thickness of 1 mm or less, it is expected to be much shorter. When using the value of 
190 cm, 20 cm of length can transmit 90% of the light. From this, W longer than 200 mm is not desirable. 
For the structural stability, bending of the scintillators is expected when W is much longer than the D. 
In this aspect, flexural modulus (Ebend) has been quoted to predict the deformation of material which is 
supported by two end points and forced by a point in the center [47, 48]. The flexural modulus is defined 
as: 
 
  =      (4.5) 
 
where d is the deflection due to the loaded force (F) and other variables are substituted as design 
parameters used in this chapter. The flexural modulus value is 2920 MPa for 50 mm-thick plastic 
scintillator provided by the manufacturer (Saint-Gobain Crystal). Calculated deflections are listed in 
Table 4-1.  
 
Table 4-1. Calculated deflection of scintillator according to the thickness and width of scintillator 
Thickness of 
scintillator (mm) Width of the scintillator (mm) 
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Note that the flexural modulus value for the thin plastic scintillator and failure point of deflection are 
not provided, the calculated vales are utilized to predict the stiffness of the scintillator according to the 
thickness and width of the scintillator. When the thickness of the scintillator is 0.5 mm, deflection is 
0.14 though it has shape of square. Therefore, it would be structurally unstable and light transmission 
rate is expected to be decrease due to bending. When thickness is 1 mm, deflection is 0.036 for the 
square shape. The value enough low to be handle. However, when it has larger width, the deflection 
increases drastically. When thickness is 2 mm, deflection is 0.0090 for the square shape, and 0.049 for 
width of 140 mm. Increasing the width and increasing the volume of the chamber can be beneficial 
based on its structural stability, but the volume of gas inside the chamber, which decreases with 
increasing the number of channels, is also large, thus, it can be trade-off. For these reasons, it is 
reasonable for the plastic scintillator to have a square shape with a W of 79.8 mm. 
 
The geometry of the detection chamber was the same as that shown in Fig. 1. The gas channel (blue 
color in Fig. 1) was filled with hydrogen gas at a density of 8.99 × 10-5 g/cm3. The isotopic fraction of 
tritium was ignored because the number of tritium atoms in the tritiated hydrogen gas with order of a 
few kBq/m3 is ignorable. The acrylic structure (green color in Fig. 1) was poly-methyl methacrylate 
(PMMA, (C5O2H8)n) with a density of 1.18 g/cm3. The plastic scintillator (red color in Fig. 1) was 
carbon hydrate with a C/H ratio of 1.103 and density of 1.032 g/cm3. 
The input source of beta ray from tritium was extracted from the ‘Radiological Toolbox’ developed by 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory [35]. The input values were modified in a way suitable for the MCNP6 
source input card. One hundred energy bins were used to emulate a continuous-like beta ray source. 
The source position was carefully defined to be only in the gas channel and not positioned onto the 
plastic scintillator. The tritiated hydrogen gas was assumed to be homogeneous. The F8 tally was used 
to record the energy deposited in the plastic scintillator. Deposited energy less than 1 keV was rejected 
in the detection efficiency calculation. To make the relative error less than 0.5%, 10 million particles 
were transported. 
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Fig. 4-1. Cross-sectional view of the plastic scintillator-based detection chamber perpendicular to the 
(a) y-axis and (b) x-axis, and its design parameters: D (depth of the chamber), W (width of the chamber), 
H (height of the chamber), T (thickness of acrylic structure), t (thickness of the plastic scintillators), and 
n (number of scintillator slots).  
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4.4 Experimental Setup 
 
Multi-channel detection chambers were fabricated to verify the simulation result. Fig. 4-2 shows the 
3D design of the multi-channel scintillation chamber. The width, height, and thickness of the acrylic 
structure were the same as in the simulation. The thickness of the plastic scintillator (Epic-Crystal Ltd.) 
was 1.0 mm. The plastic scintillators were fixed using optical cement (BC-600, Saint-Gobain Crystals). 
Due to processing limitations of an acrylic structure, a 12-channel detection chamber was used as a 
representative of multi-channel detection chamber. Although only one type of multi-channel detection 
chamber was tested, it is sufficient to show the improvement in the detection efficiency because it is the 
maximum number of channels that can practically maximize the detection efficiency. 
 
 
Fig. 4-2. 3D design of multi-channel scintillation chamber 
 
Fig. 4-3 shows the fabricated chamber which is coupled with the PMTs and flow path of the 
electrolysis system. A photomultiplier tube (PMT)-based light detecting system was used to collect and 
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convert the light signal into the voltage signal. The composition of the coincidence circuit was same 
that was used in the chapter 2 except for the PMT. The detection chamber was placed between PMTs 
with window diameter of 127 mm(R877, Hamamtsu Photonics, Japan), and aligned precisely to avoid 
signal loss. The chamber was made using a 77 × 77 mm2 planar plastic scintillator (plastic scintillator, 
Epic Crystal Ltd., China) with a thickness of 1 mm. The volume of the chamber was 424 cm3. The 
PMTs were mounted on the PMT sockets with a preamplifier (Model 276, Ortec Inc., USA), and the 
output signals were amplified using a dual spectroscopy amplifier (Model 855, Ortec Inc., USA). The 
coincidence technique was adopted by timing a single channel analyzer (Model 511, Ortec Inc., USA) 
and a time-to-amplitude convertor (TAC) (567, Ortec Inc., USA) to reduce the background counting 
rate. The time-to-amplitude convertor gives a time difference information and confirm the signals are 
from the same generated scintillation photon. The information was analyzed using a multi-channel 
analyser (EASY-MCA-2K, Ortec Inc., USA) and signals only time difference within 500 ns are 
considered as usable signal.  
 
 
Fig. 4-3. The developed multi-channel scintillation chamber coupled with light detecting apparatus 
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In the chapter 2, energy calibration as carried out. In chapter 2, the backend channel of the tritium 
spectrum was 89-th Ch when using the gain of 80. In this experiment, the trade-off between detection 
efficiency and background counting rate was optimized by increasing the gain to reach the backend of 
the spectrum to the maximum channel and setting the LDL appropriately. As shown in Table 4-2, tube 
diameter and gain are different between two models. The diameter is 2.5 times higher and gain is 2.27 
times lower for R877. The pulse height depends on the window diameter, gain and light transportation 
efficiency. By considering the window diameter and gain, the pulse height will be increased 2.75 times. 
However, in case of using R878, the scintillator was attached to the PMT window parallelly but in case 
of using R877, it was vertically coupled. Therefore, the light transportation efficiency will be decreased. 
Considering the refractive index of the plastic scintillator (1.58) and applying the Snell’s law, the critical 
angle is 39.27° [49]. The solid angle at the critical angle was calculated by 0.903π for both upper and 
lower side directions [50]. Dividing it by 4π, the loss of the photon will be 22.6%. As a result, reflection 
at the sealed tritium source, it was supposed that the advantage due to the difference in PMT would 
almost be canceled out, except for increasing of the chamber volume.  
 
Table 4-2. Specification of PMTs. Model R878 vs Model R877 
Model R878 R877 
Tube diameter (mm) 51 127 
Spectral response range (nm) 300 to 650 300 to 650 
Anode to cathode supply voltage (V) 1500 1250 
Gain 1.0 × 106 4.4 × 105 
Dark current (nA) 5 10 
Time response – Rise time (ns) 7 20 
Time response – Transition time (ns) 70 115 
Time response – FWHM (ns) N/A 18.5 
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To optimize the FOM, the LDL was adjusted from 0.6 to 1.4, and two gains were used: 600 and 900. 
The gains were acquired using both coarse gain and fine gain. The coarse gain was fixed by 100 and 
fine gain was changed by 6 and 9. Because the time response characteristics were different, ROI was 
newly set using the same method used in the chapter 2, 2 times of the FWHM for the coincidence 
spectrum peak. 
 
Tritiated hydrogen gas was prepared by electrolysis of a tritiated water sample. The electrolysis system 
for producing the tritiated hydrogen gas was same as described in chapter 3. The generated hydrogen 
gas was transported to the detector box through the hydrogen buffer. The hydrogen buffer was half full 
of water to transport the produced hydrogen gas stably and collect the overflowed water from the 
electrolysis cell. The general operating condition was 7 A-18 V, which was supplied by the power supply, 
and its corresponding hydrogen production rate was 660 mL/min. The tritiated water sample was 
prepared by diluting a tritium standard source (Eckert & Ziegler). Gaseous samples with concentrations 
of 832 ± 12 kBq/m3 was produced and used to estimate the detection efficiency of the single- and multi-
channel detection chamber, respectively. The tritium concentration of the gaseous sample was measured 
by a tritium monitor (β-ionix, Premium Analyse). Tritiated water sample with a concentration of 1 
MBq/L was prepared. The sample was electrolyzed and its expected tritium concentration in the 
produced hydrogen gas was 233.3 ± 69.3 kBq/m3 when a fractionation factor which was evaluated in 
the chapter 3 was applied. The produced gas flowed into the developed plastic scintillator-based 
detection chamber. 
 
The produced tritiated gas was injected into the detection chamber and counted for 5 min. This 
experiment was repeated three times for each detection chamber. For each repetition, the chamber was 
rinsed using nitrogen gas (99.9%) for 5 min. The rinsed gas was treated as non-radioactive exhausted 
gas because the tritium concentration of the gas was lower than the regulatory exemption criterion (40 
MBq/m3) and the gas was sufficiently diluted.    
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4.5 Results and Discussion 
 
Fig. 4-4 shows the detection efficiency and volume of the chambers with varying number of channels. 
The volume of the chamber decreased linearly. It was straightforward because the two sides of the 
channel were the same and only the height was changed. The detection efficiency of the chamber 
increased with saturation growth. When the thickness of the plastic scintillator was 1.0 mm, the crossing 
point between detection efficiency and volume of the chamber was n = 24. This point is expected to be 




Fig. 4-4. Detection efficiency (solid) and volume of each chamber (dashed) with varying number of 
channels when the plastic scintillator thickness was 1.0 mm  
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Fig. 4-5 shows the simulated spectrum data of tritium measurement. Total detection efficiencies 
according to the different number of channels were 4.7%, 9.6%, 18.8%, 33.8%, 53.7% for 2, 4, 8, 16, 
32 channels, respectively. Until 16 channels, the detection efficiency was doubled when the number of 
channels was doubled. The reason for the increase in detection efficiency is that the beta rays lost in the 
empty space inside the chamber are measured as a new scintillator is added. As the number of channels 
increases, scintillators are added by that number, and when the number of channels is doubled, the 
number of scintillators is doubled, thus the efficiency increases. However, when it reaches about 32 
channels, the number of beta rays lost in the empty space is relatively reduced, and the advantage of 
measuring the lost beta rays decreases even when a scintillator is added in the empty space. Therefore, 
from 16 Ch to 32 Ch, the detection efficiency was increased 1.59 times though the number of the channel 




Fig. 4-5. Spectra of tritium measurement simulation with different number of channels 
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Fig. 4-6 shows the expected counting rate based on the MCNP6 simulation results. It was assumed 
that 100 kBq/m3 tritiated hydrogen gas was injected into the detection chamber. The curves fitting each 
thickness of the plastic scintillator were determined based on Eq. (4.1). The R2 values for all curves 
were more than 0.99, which means that this mathematical or physical model is well matched. The local 
maximum values for the curves were shown at n = 48, n = 28, n = 24, and n = 16, respectively. When 
the thickness of the plastic scintillator was 0.5 mm, the maximum counting rate was shown. The smallest 
MDA was shown at the same point. The smallest MDA was estimated as 29.9 kBq/m3 with a counting 
time of 30 s, whereas the work of Aoyama et al. showed a value of 37 kBq/m3 with the same counting 
time [25]. During MDA estimation, the background counting rate was considered to be same (167 cps) 
as in the experimental work. As the number of channels is increased, the background counting rate could 
be increased because the volume of plastic scintillator is increased.  
 
Fig. 4-6. Expected counting rates for different scintillator thicknesses when tritiated hydrogen gas 
with a concentration of 100 kBq/m3 is injected into the multi-channel detection chamber 
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However, that effect is not expected to be significant because the detection efficiency of the plastic 
scintillator to external gamma or cosmic rays is very low. There was no lead shield to reject external 
gamma or cosmic rays and thus decrease the background counting rate in the experimental work. If a 
lead shield were to be added according to the purpose of the use, a lower background counting rate 
would be obtained, which means that a slightly lower MDA could be expected [19]. In this case, 
monitoring of tritium in the environmental atmosphere is expected to be possible. 
 
Fig. 4-7 shows the measured counting rates for single-channel and 12-channel tritium detection 
chambers. Linearity and reproducibility were clearly shown with a low relative error. The 
experimentally measured result showed that the detection efficiency of the single-channel detection 
chamber was 1.78 ± 0.04% and that the detection efficiency of the 12-channel chamber was 27.91 ± 
0.49%, and relative standard deviations for the detection efficiencies of the chambers were 2.25% and 
1.76%, respectively.  
 
Fig. 4-7. Measured counting rates for the single-channel (circle) and 12-channel (box) tritium 
detection chambers 
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The simulated efficiencies of the same chambers were 3.36% and 36.56%, respectively. The 
experimental work showed lower efficiencies because of the lower level of discrimination (LLD) of the 
light detecting apparatus and loss during light transportation. In the simulation, the LLD was set as 1 
keV and loss during light transportation was ignored. The relative differences of the efficiencies 
between the simulated and measured work were 47.0% and 24.7%, respectively. The main reason for 
the difference was thought to be the difference in optical loss during transmission. In the case of the 
single-channel chamber, the number of scintillators was small, so the size of the cross-sectional area for 
light transmission to the PMT was small. This implies that the proposed multi-channel type chamber is 
improved compared with the single-channel type.  
 
For practical application, two things need to be discussed: memory effect and lifetime of the chamber. 
The hydrogen gas could be adsorbed on the surface of the hydrocarbon due to van der Waals force [51]. 
However, it is sufficiently weak such that it can be desorbed with a mild mechanical impact, such that 
the porous carbonate structure can stably store the hydrogen gas [52]. During the experiments carried 
out in this study, nitrogen gas, with a regulated pressure of 0.3 bar, was used to rinse the detection 
chamber, and there was no observable memory effect. The developed detection chamber can be operated 
in a high-level tritiated environment if a ventilation system with proper pressure is adopted.  
There was a concern that the optical transmission of the signal produced by the plastic scintillators 
with thin optical channel would be poor. However, the refractive number of the plastic scintillator was 
1.58, where the corresponding critical angle was 39.2°. Because the critical angle for total reflection 
was less than 45°, it was expected that the light would be transported more in the direction of the thin 
optical channel than in the normal direction through which light would escape. Although not directly 
measuring the lifetime, the detection chamber can be used semi-permanently at room temperature unless 
it is physically damaged. The acrylic structure and plastic scintillator are stable at room temperature, 
and the optical cement is sufficiently long lasting.  
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  Fig. 4-8 shows the estimated detection efficiency estimated using the Eq. (3.4). The detection 
efficiency increased when the LDL was decreased in case of fine gas was 6. The maximum detection 
efficiency was estimated to be 43.0 ± 4.32% when the LDL and fine gain were 0.6 and 6, respectively. 
However, In case of fine gas was 9, detection efficiency was increased until LDL was lowered to 0.8. 
When LDL was 0.6, the detection efficiency was decreased drastically. If huge amount of noise signals 
are input as the LDL is lowered, the noise signal may interrupted to the desired timing signals, and thus 
the counting rate in the ROI may decrease due to the characteristics of the coincidence circuit. Detection 
efficiency may increase if the total counting rate rather than ROI is considered, but in that case, the 
background counting rate was too high and thus it was unsuitable to be used practically. 
 
 
Fig. 4-8. Estimated detection efficiency according to the LDL and fine gain 
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Fig. 4-9 shows the FOMs evaluated using the Eq. (4.4) according to the LDLs and fine gains. The 
FOM increased when the LDL decreased and the fine gain was 6. However, if the fine gain was 9, the 
FOM reached its maximum (0.8) at the LDL and decreased with lower LDLs to 0.6. This was because 
the background counting rate was very high when the LDL reached a specific threshold. The results 
also showed that the optimal condition of detection corresponds to the maximum FOM of 0.120, with 
an LDL and a gain of 0.6 and 600, respectively.  
 
 








A novel design of the plastic scintillator-based multi-channel detection chamber was designed. The 
design was specialized to detect the low-energy beta ray by reducing the gap between the plastic 
scintillators and remove the worthless space in the detection chamber. It was confirmed how multi-
channel design increase the detection efficiency through calculation using MCNP. Considering the 
volume of the tritiated gas in the gaps of the scintillator, expected counting rate was obtained. Through 
this, it was possible to design a detection chamber with maximum theoretical performance. However, it 
was not theoretically the maximum due to a practical problem in processing, but the optimum detection 
chamber was manufactured. Using the manufactured detection chamber and the electrolysis used in the 
chapter 3, detection efficiency was estimated. It showed much higher detection efficiency comparing 
with the preliminary single-channel detection chamber. The signal acceptance conditions such as gain 
and LDL, were optimized by defining the FOM as a parameter. The optimized signal acceptance 
condition is used for the final system, developed in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 5. Integration of the Electrolysis and Detection System  
 
5.1 Introduction to the Real-time Continuous Tritiated Water Monitoring System 
Proton exchange membrane (PEM) cells generate hydrogen gas through the electrolysis of water [53]. 
The PEM cell-based electrolysis is catalyst based, with a polymer membrane playing the role of the 
electrolyte. Because there is no need to add an additional electrolyte, it is environmentally friendly and 
reusable. Using PEM cells to monitor tritium in water offers two advantages. One is reduction of the 
self-absorption effect by gasification. The detection efficiency of tritium in water is very low because 
the scintillator emits beta rays with extremely low energy less than 18.6 keV and the beta ray has short 
range in the water. The other is the minimization of radionuclide disturbance caused by contaminants, 
as it undergoes a purification process before entering the PEM cell, and hydrogen gas is generated in 
the PEM cell; thus, the possibility of radionuclide interference problem is very low. Therefore, in the 
aspect of long-term operation, PEM cell-based electrolysis is suitable for continuous monitoring.  
 
 Electrolysis condition obtained in the chapter 3 and multi-channel plastic scintillator detection 
chamber designed and manufactured in the chapter 4 were utilized and integrated in this final chapter. 
The final system was designed by combining these and continuous measurement capability was tested 
using diluted tritiated water sample. Concentrations of the tritiated water samples were measured using 
liquid scintillation counter (LSC). The optimized minimum detectable activity (MDA) was calculated 
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5.2 Calculating Concentration from Measured Counting Rate 
 
For the purpose the developed system to monitoring tritium in water, the concentration of tritium in 
water sample should be displayed by calculating from the counting rate. It is reverse calculation of 
deriving detection efficiency (ε) as presented in Eq. (4.2). After estimating the detection efficiency, it 
was used as a constant to deriving tritium concentration in water. Additionally, the concentration of 
tritium in water sample (Tliquid) is determined by hydrogen volume correction factor (κ) and 
fractionation factor (β) as presented in Eq. (3.2). Therefore, Tliquid is calculated by following equation: 
 
    = ()∙∙∙ ×          (5.1) 
 
where CS, CB and M are counts of present measurement interval in sample measurement time TS, 
background counts in measurement time TB and volume of the detection chamber in L. The uncertainty 
of Tliquid is expressed as presented in Eq. (5.2): 
   =  +  +        (5.2)  =  +  +  +       (5.3) 
 
where E and V are enrichment factor and volume of the water sample after electrolysis. Note that the   in (5.3) was derived in independent experiment for estimation of detection efficiency. As the 
electrolysis condition for estimation of detection efficiency and the continuous monitoring are same,   in both equations was same. If the measurement condition is static measurement, such as 
measurements of sample and blank were independently conducted or peak analysis during gamma ray 
spectroscopy, the uncertainty would be calculated for each measurement. Applying for those cases, the 
uncertainty of background counting rate () in Eq. (5.2) should be changed by uncertainty of net 
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counting rate (). However, the developed system is a continuous monitor, and it displays a derived 
concentration of the tritium in water. In normal operation, because the counting rate is close to the 
background level, the net counting rate is very small, thus the relative error would be extremely large. 
Therefore, to prevent this, the relative error of Tliquid is expressed as a constant as a characteristic 
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5.3 MDA calculation 
The concept of MDA is based on the statistical hypothesis testing for decision making on presence of 
radioactivity. To discriminate the sample of low radioactivity and background, two types of errors are 
considered: false positive and false negative. The false positive error (Type I error) occurs when it is 
incorrectly stated the radioactivity is present though there is no radioactivity. The criterion for causing 
the Type I error to occur less than the desired probability (α) is called the critical level (LC). The false 
negative error (Type II error) occurs when it is incorrectly state that there is no radioactivity in a sample 
though the radioactivity is present. This means that the error caused when net counts were recorded 
under the LC though the radioactivity is present. To avoid this error, detection limit (LD) is defined above 
the LC to decrease the occurrence of Type II error less than the desired probability (β).   
The net count is calculated by subtracting background counts from the gross counts. Then the net count 
is normally distributed with mean value of 0 if there is no radioactivity. The standard deviation of this 
distribution (σ0), is obtained by propagating two standard deviations of the blank (σblnak) and the 
background sample (σB). The standard deviation of the distribution is expressed as Eq. (5.4). 
 
 =   +        (5.4) 
 
The standard deviations of blank and background is assumed as equal. The LC is determined from this 
distribution, then the LC is expressed as Eq. (5.5): 
  =       (5.5) 
 
where kα is the value of standard normal deviate to one-tailed probability level of 1-α. As the α is set 
by 0.05 in common practice, the corresponding value of kα is 1.645. Thus, the LC can be expressed as 
2.33σB. The LD should be positioned above the LC to reject the case that the counts are lower than LC 
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with probability of β. When the net count of the sample is equal to LD, the LD and the standard deviation 
of it (σD) can be expressed as Eq. (5.6) and Eq. (5.7): 
  =  +        (5.6)  =  +        (5.7) 
 
As the β is set by 0.05 in common practice, and σD is substituted into the Eq. (5.6), LD is expressed as 
Eq. (5.8). 
  = 2.71 + 4.65 = 2.71 + 4.65√      (5.8) 
 
LD is a value obtained based on counting statistics and its unit is “count”. In order to convert this into 
a unit of radioactivity or concentration, the detection time (t) and volume (M) are divided as shown in 
Eq. (5.9). Additionally, the detection efficiency (ε) is divided to convert the counting rate to 
disintegration per time.  
 MDA   = ×× = ..√××         (5.9) 
 
Even though the generated gas flows into the detection chamber, the measurement inside the detection 
chamber can be considered static. When a sample of a certain concentration is electrolyzed and flowed 
to the detector, the amount of radioactivity present in the chamber is the same regardless of the flow 
rate. Therefore, the MDA for gaseous tritium measurement (MDAgas) is expressed Eq. (5.9). 
If the measurement interval is very short or the concentration of the sample changes rapidly, the 
detection method can be similar with the situation of scanning, and then, the MDA should be differently 
considered. However, in the current system, the flow rate of gas generated by electrolysis is not enough 
to replaces the gas in the chamber within a few seconds. And because the pretreatment before 
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electrolysis is required, the concentration in the sample container would not be changed rapidly. 
Therefore, the detecting condition is assumed as static. 
The MDAliquid is a system performance indicator that how low tritium concentration can be detected 
by this system. In case of the MDA applied for tritium in water detection(MDAliquid), κ and β are further 
considered as presented in Eq (5.10):  
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5.4 Experimental setup 
 
Fig. 5-1 shows a conceptual diagram of the overall developed system. The water sample is collected 
by using a pump. The collected sample is then filtered by using a deionization filter before being stored 
in a water sample tank. A peristaltic pump is used to transport the deionized water to the PEM-based 
electrolysis cell. Then, the remaining water and oxygen generated after the electrolysis are resupplied 
to the water tank. The water sample tank has the oxygen exhaust line. Next, the produced hydrogen gas 
is transported to the tritium detector chamber through the water trap. The water trap then removes the 
overflowing water and the moisture in the hydrogen gas. Finally, the measured data is recorded as 
spectrum data using MCA. The major difference between preliminary system and the final system is 
sample feeding system including pump and D.I. filter, and purge line using nitrogen gas. Additionally, 
drainage lines and valves are equipped for convenient experiment and completion of the system. 
 
Fig. 5-1. A diagram of developed real-time on-line continuous tritiated water monitoring system 
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For the continuous measurement test, tritiated water sample with two different concentrations were 
prepared. Table 1 shows the parameters used to calculate the concentration of the electrolyzed tritiated 
gas. The initial volume of the tritiated water was 250 mL. The final volume of the sample is not precisely 
measured because a part of sample remained in the flow pipes and electrolysis cell. Because the 
fractionation factor at temperature of 30 ℃ was estimated by 8.90±0.38, it was utilized to calculate the 
expected gaseous tritium concentration. The enrichment rate was 1.07±0.05. Volume correction factor 
was 1240.7 assuming standard ambient temperature and pressure.  
 
Table 5-1. Experimental parameters used to continuous monitoring of tritiated water 
Parameter Value 
Initial volume (mL) 250 
Final volume (calculated) (mL) 229±5 
Fractionation factor 8.90±0.38 
Enrichment rate 1.07±0.05 
Volume correction factor 1240.7 
Hydrogen flow rate (L/min) 0.49 
Supplied current (A) 7.0 
Volume of the detection chamber 0.424 
 
Table 5-2 shows the concentration of the tritiated water samples. Liquid tritium concentration of the 
tritiated water samples were measured using LSC (Quantulus 1220, Perkin Elmer). The LSC was 
calibrated using certified tritium standard source. Self-made 9 vials with spiking of standard tritium 
source were measured with external quench parameter (SQP(E)). Using these, calibration curve was 
obtained with quadratic fitting. 
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Table 5-2. Concentration of the tritiated water samples 
Sample 
ID 
Liquid Tritium Concentration 
(Bq/mL) 
Expected Gaseous Tritium Concentration 
(kBq/m3) 
Initial Final Initial Final 
T1 406.63 ± 4.14 439.6 ± 21.6 36.82 ± 1.62 39.81 ± 2.59 
T2 683.12 ± 5.62 738.4 ± 35.9 61.86 ± 2.69 66.87 ± 4.33 
 
The continuous measurement test was conducted as following step. 
① Deionized water is injected to the water sample tank and electrolyzed for 30 min.  
② The tritiated water sample is injected to the water sample tank after draining the deionized 
water. The tritiated water sample was electrolyzed for 90 min. 
③ Turn off the power supply for the electrolysis cell and drain out the tritiated water sample. 
④ Nitrogen gas is injected for 30 min through the purge line to clean up the remained hydrogen 
gases in the detection chamber. 
⑤ Cleanup the water sample tank using deionized water for 5 times. Electrolysis is kept during 
the cleaning up. The deionized water is electrolyzed for an additional 50 minutes. 
*Measurement time was 5 min. For the same sample, measurements were performed continuously.  
 
The tritiated water sample was directly injected to the water sample tank because huge volume of 
tritiated water sample is required to operate the pump and pass through the D.I. filter. In this study, the 
experiment focused on the electrolysis and detection part to evaluate pure detection performance. The 
impact on detection by systemic factors will be covered in the Results and Discussion section. 
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5.5 Results and Discussion 
 
Using the Eq. (4.2), the detection efficiency was estimated by 18.8 ± 2.4%. Based on this detection 
efficiency, the concentration of tritiated water sample was calculated using the Eq. (5.1). Fig. 5-2 and 
5-3 present the continuous tritium monitoring test using tritiated water samples T1 and T2. In the T1 
test initial background counting rate was 60.71 ± 0.49. After starting the electrolysis of tritiated water 
sample, about 30 min was required as evolving time. The maximum and average concentration in the 
tritiated water phase were 556 and 459 ± 85 kBq/L, respectively. During the nitrogen purge, the 
calculated concentration is drastically decreased even under 0 due to decrease of counting rate. The 
final background counting rate was 59.65 ± 0.45 cps which is slightly lower than the initial. In the T2 
test as Fig. 5-3 presents, the initial background counting rate was 58.63 ± 0.33 cps. The maximum and 
average concentration in the tritiated water phase were 875 and 737 ± 66 kBq/L, respectively. The final 
background counting rate was 58.29 ± 0.59 cps. It was also slightly lower than the initial. 
 The volume of the hydrogen of the water trap was 1.3 L and the volume of the detection chamber 
was 0.424. Including the volume of the pipes, total volume of the hydrogen flow line was about 2 L. In 
consideration of filling the volume about 5 times when cleaning the flow path or chamber, and the 
hydrogen production rate of 0.49 L/min, at least 20 minutes were required to push out the existing gas 
and fill the produced gas in the flow path. However, it may not be effective to push a nitrogen gas filled 
in the detection chamber using relatively lighter hydrogen gas without sufficient pressure applied, and 
this may result in a difference in background counting rate after nitrogen purge. If a design is added, 
such as using a pressurized container to transport the generated hydrogen, the measurement can be 
performed more effectively. 
The concentrations of the tritiated water sample were 439.6 ± 21.6 and 738.4 ± 35.9 kBq/L. Because 
the counting rate data in the back-end part of the tritiated water phase were used, it was reasonable to 
compare with the concentration of the tritiated water after electrolysis. The average values of calculated 
concentration were match into the 1-σ range of concentration of the tritiated water sample.  
 




Fig. 5-2. Continuous tritium monitoring test using tritiated water sample T1 
 
Fig. 5-3. Continuous tritium monitoring test using tritiated water sample T2 
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Some data points were fluctuated because of counting statistics, enrichment, and volume of the water 
trap vessel. The counting statistical errors inevitably occur in measurement of radiation because 
radioactive decay is probabilistic process. During the electrolysis, tritium in the water sample is 
enriched. In this process, there is difference between initial and final concentration of the tritiated water 
sample, the concentration of the generated gas increased. Finally, the generated gas is mixed with the 
occupied gas. For this reason, it takes time for the concentration of the currently electrolyzed sample to 
be reflected in the gas concentration in the detection chamber. This could be improved by increasing 
the flow rate or by using a pressurized container as mentioned above. 
 
Fig. 5-4 shows the estimated MDA of the tritium detector for tritiated water at various temperatures of 
the tritiated water. The fractionation factors obtained from chapter Ⅲ and detection efficiency obtained 
from chapter Ⅳ was used. Thus, the MDAliquid shown in Fig. 5-4 implies ideally established 
experimental condition which used separately obtained parameters in chapter 3 and 4.  
 
Fig. 5-4. Estimated MDAs of the tritium detection system for tritiated water for various temperatures  
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MDAliquid was determined by the fractionation factor as presented in Eq. (3.2). When the temperature 
of the tritiated water increased, the MDAliquid was lowered because the fractionation decreased as 
characterized in part I. The fractionation factor of temperature of 30 ℃ is 2.7 times higher than that of 
90 ℃, and it leads to 2.7 times increase in MDAliquid. Measurement time of 150 min and temperature of 
the tritiated water of 90 ℃ was required to satisfy the guidelines for drinking water (10 kBq/L) 
management published by World Health Organization [54, 55]. The MDAgas for the same conditions 
was 2.49 ± 0.26 kBq/m3. For the same condition but the temperature was decreased to 30 ℃, the 
MDAliquid was 27.53 ± 3.11 kBq/L. The temperature was very dominant to determine the MDAliquid, thus 
the temperature of the tritiated water should be monitored and maintained. 
 
Fig. 5-5 shows the estimated MDAgas and MDAliquid for the developed continuous tritium monitoring 
system based on the test results in chapter 5 counting rate.  
 
Fig. 5-5 Estimated MDAs of the tritium detection system for tritiated water for various temperatures  
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The MDAgas and MDAliquid were estimated by using Eq. (5.9) and (5.10). The MDAgas was not affected 
by the temperature of the tritiated water sample, because it does not affect properties of the gas filled in 
the detection chamber. The MDAgas determines how low activity of the tritiated hydrogen gas can be 
detected regardless of the characteristic of electrolysis.  
The difference between Fig. 5-4 and Fig. 5-5 is detection efficiency and background counting rate. 
Different with the detector test conducted in chapter 4, detection efficiency and background counting 
rate were decreased. In the process of systemizing to enable continuous monitoring, there had been 
changes in the detection environment, such as adding a flow path and dark room conditioning. Due to 
changes in detection efficiency, MDAliquid was increased about 87%. In the aspects of figure of merit, 
defined in (4.4), 3.5 times different between two experiments. It was important to optimize the detection 
efficiency and background counting rate to lower the MDAliquid. 
As an example applied to the surveying of the decommissioning site of nuclear power plants, it is 
recommended to have an MDA of 0.1-0.5 times the desired target concentration [56, 57]. MDAliquid 
should be lower than 5 kBq/L to apply the developed system on the target concentration of 10 kBq/L. 
In this case, the measurement time of 600 min was required. The MDAliquid of the developed system 
was lower comparing with a commercial tritium-in-water monitor, NEXGEN model has MDA of 14.8 
kBq/L in 3 h, and Hofstetter’s study which showed 25 kBq/L in 1 h [20]. Comparing with the Soreefan’s 
work, it showed relatively high MDA. However, it was thought that the convenience of use was 
improved in terms of allowing continuous measurement and no gas consumption using a plastic 
scintillator instead of a proportional counter. 
The developed system was sensitive to temperature. When considering commercialization, heat 
insulation and a precise temperature sensor and controller must be installed to precisely control the 
temperature of the water sample. However, this can be difficult for in-field application. In this case, 
there is a method of monitoring the temperature and correcting the fractionation factor in real time. 
When displaying the tritium concentration, a counting rate to concentration conversion coefficient as 
described in Eq. (5.1) is applied. The fractionation factor would be applied while changing the value 
based on the fitting curve. However, in this case, there is a gap between the gas in the detection chamber 
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being measured and the sample currently being electrolyzed. It is possible to characterize it as much as 
possible through flow rate, etc., but the error will still exist. The best way to operate is to go to the site, 
collect a certain amount of sample in a sample container, measure it completely, and move to the next 
sampling point. In this way, errors due to mixing among samples will be reduced and temperature 
control will be easy. It is also possible to continuously collect and discard samples through pumping 
while moving the system. In this operating condition, it is not easy to control the temperature, thus the 
MDA will be relatively high and unstable, therefore it is suitable to be used when a high concentration 
of tritium is leaked during an accident. 
 
  




An on-line system for the continuous monitoring of tritium in water was developed in this chapter. 
The system included a PEM-based electrolysis studied in the chapter 3 and plastic scintillation chamber 
which was specially designed for low-energy beta ray measurement studied in the chapter 4. In the 
monitoring system, MDA of the target sample represents the system performance. Therefore, it was 
confirmed that the combined system was consistent with the analyzed results in the previous chapters, 
MDAliquid was defined and characterized. In the 200-minute continuous monitoring test, the background 
and the contamination were clearly distinguishable. It has a lower MDA than commercial instruments 
and some past studies. Compared to some studies, it had a higher MDA, but it was considered worth 
taking advantage of when considering the advantages of this system. Because the system was found to 
be suitable as a tool to analyze large tritiated samples, it is expected that the proposed monitor can be 
used to perform autonomous real-time continuous tritium monitoring which does not require human 
intervention. 
  




Study on the development of tritium-in-water monitor was carried out. Because the tritium emits 
extremely low energy, self-absorption effect was very high, direct measurement of the liquid-state 
tritiated water is inefficient. Therefore, gasification using electrolysis and its specialized detector design 
was proposed.  
Fundamental characterization of beta ray measurement using plastic scintillator was carried out. Both 
particle transportation simulation and essential experiment were conducted to obtain design parameters 
for improvement. The required thickness of the plastic scintillator was estimated by the simulation, and 
approximate detection efficiency was acquired. Energy spectrum of the tritium was acquired by using 
the plastic scintillator and energy-channel relationship was calibrated. A coincidence circuit was utilized 
to reject the worthless noise signals. The time difference spectrum was acquired, and its ROI was 
defined.  
The electrolysis for the tritiated water using PEM and Pt/Ir electrode was characterized. The 
fractionation factor was evaluated by a method different from the previous method, which had a lower 
relative error compared to previous studies. Concentrations of the tritiated gas generated by the 
electrolysis with different concentrations of tritiated water was estimated to be linear. A preliminary 
tritium detector was utilized to measure the tritiated gas. Because the preliminary detector had low 
detection efficiency, high concentration of tritiated water sample was used, and possibility of continuous 
measurement was confirmed. 
A plastic scintillator-based detection chamber was developed which is specialized to measure low-
energy beta ray. To reduce the gap between the scintillator, which is dead-zone for the beta ray 
measurement, multiple scintillators were parallelly placed with short gap. Therefore, it was called multi-
channel detection chamber. The design and performance test were carried out using particle 
transportation simulation. To gain a maximum performance, which corresponds to the lowest MDA, 
detection efficiency must be maximized as well as the volume of the tritiated gas in the detection 
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chamber. Therefore, both were considered and expected counting rate was evaluated. The optimal 
detection chamber design was obtained, however, because of practical problem in manufacturing, it is 
manufactured to have the maximum performance at the level that can be processed. Using the 
manufactured detection chamber was connected to the electrolysis system, its signal processing 
parameters such as LDL and gain was optimized.  
Finally, the electrolysis and detection chamber are integrated, tritiated water sample was monitored. 
In the continuous monitoring test, the between counting rates background and the tritiated water were 
clearly distinguishable. The MDA of the system was estimated, and it had low MDA to be applied on 
the decommissioning site if the tritiated water long-term continuously monitored. This system is 
valuable in that it does not require manpower after installation and can be continuously monitored which 
is important to reduce the cost of decommissioning during site remediation and overall process. 
Additionally, it is a useful system that integrates pretreatment and measurement because it can 
fundamentally reject disturbances caused by other nuclides through electrolysis. it can contribute to the 
radiological protection of workers when used for monitoring inside the decommissioning site or NPPs 
in operation. 
The limitation of the study in the characterization of the electrolysis is indirect measurement was used. 
An ionization chamber-based commercial detector for tritiated gas was used. Though it was used after 
being well calibrated in the laboratory, the relative error in the estimation of the fractionation factor 
may increase due to errors in the process of calibration. However, this error is expected to be sufficiently 
smaller than the error in volume or mass measurement resulting from evaporation or measurement 
device. Improvement of the scintillator chamber would result in improving performance of the system. 
The use of thinner plastic scintillator could lead to mechanical instability as well as increment of the 
cost. If 0.5 mm plastic scintillators are used, it is essential to place more scintillators in the chamber. To 
achieve this, it is needed to find a substitute material other than the acrylic. Acrylic was chosen not only 
for its easy processing, but also because its optical properties are similar to those of plastic scintillators, 
thereby reducing optical losses. If more suitable materials are found and processing methods are 
developed, higher performance detection chambers can be developed.  
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